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Abstract.
We show that the problem addressed by classical homological perturbation theory can be reformulated as a fixed point problem leading to new
insights into the nature of its solutions. We show, under mild conditions, that
the solution is essentially unique.

1. Introduction
It has proved useful to have theorems that address when a subcomplex M
of a given chain complex A can be changed in a way that reflects a change in
A and preserves the inclusion. Specifically, when the subcomplex is a retract, it
is often useful to be able to transfer a change in the differential of A to one in
M in a way that preserves the retraction condition. This is far from trivial; in
fact, the Basic Perturbation Lemma [B, S, G] provides a solution to a particular
instance of this problem in the case that M is actually a strong deformation
retract of A . We recall that

(MÍA,*)
is Strong Deformation Retraction data (SDR-data) if and only if

(i) /V=V
(ii) Vf=\A-D(4>),
where D(<j>)= d<f>+ <pd. It was shown in [LS] that the additional conditions:

(iii) <f><ß
= 0,

(iv) 0V = O,
(v) f<f>= 0

could be assumed by replacing </>by D(<t>)4>D(<f>)dD(<f>)<t>D(4>)
if necessary.
The Basic Perturbation Lemma is usually stated in terms of filtered SDR-data,
i.e., data for which there are nitrations for M and A and for which the maps
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are filtration preserving. With these hypotheses and the additional hypothesis

that t: A —>A is a differential change in A, i.e., (d + t) = 0, such that 4>t
lowers filtration, the lemma states that there are perturbations
/co=/-/2oo^

V00=V-<^I00V,

9oo= dM + flO0V,

^

= ¿-¿1^,

where
loc = t-t<pt

+ --- + (-t(f>)nt + --- ,

giving rise to new SDR-data

((M,dJV^(A,d + t),tj>Jj
satisfying (i)-(v). The differential change t has been termed the initiator in
[GLS1, GLS2]. An application to the Hirsch complex was given in [B]. There is
an application to fibrations in [G] and to iterated fibrations in [LS]. An application to a class of resolutions was given in [L] and to distinguished resolutions
in [GL]. Results concerning the preservation of algebra and co-algebra structure
are given in [GLS1, GLS2], and in [HK] where it is also shown that similar
formulas exist for the transference of a change in the differential in A in the
more general setting where one only has /V homotopic to the identity. This
is done by using the mapping cylinder to reduce the more general problem to a
simple application of the Basic Perturbation Lemma. Since all of these applications depend crucially on the Basic Perturbation Lemma, we are interested
in investigating the status of the particular solution that the lemma provides in
terms of the following general transference problem.
Transference Problem (SDR-version).

Given SDR-data
v

Mt±A,
f

and a change t in the differential on A, so that Ç2 = 0 where £ = d + t, find
new SDR-data

((M,d')h(A,Ç),
In the next section we rephrase the transference problem in a way that led
us to new insights. The development follows in §§3,4. In §5, we will show
that the maps of the Basic Perturbation Lemma are essentially unique under
the conditions stated there. We will give applications in §6. In this paper, all
modules will be graded differential modules over a commutative ring 7? with 1.

2. Splitting

homotopies

First we will replace conditions (i)-(v) in the definition of SDR-data by the
following conditions:

( 1) 4>: A —►
A is a morphism of degree 1 of graded 7\-modules;
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(2) 02 = O;

(3) <f)d<f>
= (t>.
We claim that (l)-(3) are equivalent to (i)-(v). To see that, suppose (i)-(v)
hold. Applying 4> to (u) an<i using the other identities shows that <j>
dcf)= <f>.
Conversely, let n = 1A - D((f>) and suppose that (l)-(3) hold. Another easy
computation shows that n = n so n is a projection and hence we have a
splitting
A = im(n) ® ker(re).
v
Let M = im(n) and (M <=tA, 4>)be defined by taking V to be the inclusion
f
and / to be the corestriction of %. It is an easy exercise to verify (i)-(v).
Note that we have changed the sign of the homotopy from the usual convention in homological perturbation theory. This introduces alternating signs in
the formulae for the limit SDR-data in the Basic Perturbation Lemma, but it is
more convenient for our purposes.

Definition. We will call any <j>satisfying (l)-(3) a splitting homotopy.
We will generally use the notation DT(p) for the graded commutator zp (-ly^'pr
for a degree-1 map x in what follows.
The transference problem, translated into an equivalent formulation using
the notion of splitting homotopies, becomes:
Transference Problem. Given a splitting homotopy <j>:
(A, d) —►
(A, d) and a

new differential <J,find a splitting homotopy <j>:(A, Ç) —►
(A, Ç) such that
im(n) =R im(7r')

(isomorphic as R - modules, ignoring differentials),

where n = 1 - Dd(4>)and ri = 1 - D((4>').
3. Formal solutions

to the fixed point problem

Note that any solution <p' is a fixed point of the function F: End(yl) —>
End(^4) given by F(x) = xÇx . Consider that fixed point problem generally.
Any nonzero solution is an 7?-module map x: A —»A of degree 1 since t; has
degree -1. For a systematic solution, we must construct our fixed point from
the given maps, i.e., d, t, <f>(Ç = d + t). We are thus led to consider the ring

&>(R)= R[d,t,<t>]/I,
where R[d, t, tf>]is the ring of noncommutative polynomials in the indeterminates d, t, 4> of degrees -1,-1,1
respectively, over the base ring 7? and 7
is the ideal generated by the relations

4>dcf)
= (f>, <f>=0,
d2 = 0,

£2 = 0

and look for a solution in that ring or in its completion &(R)
power series ring).
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The elements in the power series ring having degree 1 are all of the form
x = Y^LoX^tßt)"^, where x¡ £ R, so we seek a solution of this form. For
such x we have
OO

OO

OÛ

Fw = EExJ^)m^(w>

oo

= E Y,xmxnW)mtë<t>(t(t>)n-

m=0n=0

m=0n=0

Since (f>c¡(f)
= (j>+ (j)t4>,
oo

oo

m=0n=0

= E 1 ¿(*«*«-Z+ XiXn-i-l)\ WV.
We thus obtain the recurrence relation
Xn = (X0Xn +X\Xn-\

+ ' ' + XnXo) + iX0Xn-l

"*"X\Xn-2

+ ' ' + X«-lXo)

= 2x0xn + (xxxn_x +--- + xn_xxx) + (x0xn_x +■■■ + xn_xx0) ;

i.e.,
( 1 — ¿X¡Y¡Xn = (Xx + XQ)Xn_x + (X2 + Xx )Xn_2 + • ■+ \Xn_x + xn_2)X\

+ •^n-i-^O'

Solving
Ai

-

JLr\Yis\ ,

-x„ = xn_xx0,

!>U ^\. i —

1 ,

sox„ = (-l).

These equations show that x = 2^1o(-l)"(</'i)"0
is the only nonzero solution
in the power series ring.
It is tempting to use the standard iterative method for solving fixed point
problems as given, for example, in [C, p. 358ff] to see how solutions might
otherwise be found. We want a result, however, that will be ring independent
and hence we are led to work over ^(Z). We begin with initial point cf>itself
and apply the function F repeatedly. Thus

F(4>)= (f>c:4>
= (t>
+ <j>t4>
= (l + <t>t)<p
= ¿(I + t<t>),
F2(cj>)= (1+ <j>t)fö<j>(
1+1<¡>)= (1 + <¡>t)3<t>.

F"(<t>)
= (i+<ptf xcj>
= (f>(i+t(j)f-x.
The term of degree k in F"(<fr) has coefficient

'2"-l\
°k

(2"-l)(2" -2)---(2"-k)
1 ■2 ■■■k
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for k < 2" — 1. Let 2' be the highest power of 2 which does not exceed k.
Let 2s be the highest power of 2 dividing r. Then
2n-r

-—Y—

2n~s-r/2s

r

r/2s

.

, .„_,

= -1

mod 2

Since for r < k we have s < t, it follows that ck = (-1)

mod2"~'.

Thus

in the 2-adic valuation on Z, htnn^oock = (-1) . This limit using the 2-adic
valuation gives us the classic power series solution from the Basic Perturbation
Lemma:

Fco((f>)= <f)-<f>t<f>
+ ((t>t)24>
+ --- .
To see what happens when we choose a different starting point for the iteration,
we denote the above power series by y . For the power series x = Y^x¡(<l>t)'(f>,
we put x = X)-X,(0O' and x —LZxi(t4>)1• We then have x = xcp = 4>x and

F(x) = x4>c¡4>x
= x(ç + 4>t<j))x
= (1 + 4>t)x"x<t>
= 4>xx(l + t(b).
Suppose we start the iteration at y/ + x[0]. Define x[r+X] = F(y/ + xlr]) - y/ .
We have
xlr+X] = F(y/ + x[r]) - ip = (1 + 4>t)(W+ x[r])2(j)- if/
= (1 + <t>t)(21j/xlr]+ xlr]xlr])(f).
If 2 divides

x¿r], x[r], ... , xk]_x , then 2 divides

x¿rl, x¡r], ...

, x[r],

a > 1, then

2a+x divides

x[r+X], and if 2a divides

x[r+1]. Thus

2r~k divides

x[r)

provided 2 divides x0 . Consequently, in the 2-adic valuation on Z, we then
have lim^^ xk — 0 and the iteration converges to y/ . If, however, we start
the iteration at a point y with 2 dividing y0, it is easily seen that the iteration
converges to the limit 0.

4. The perturbation

algebra

We have found it useful to introduce the algebra 3°(If). Any particular
perturbation problem involves a homomorphism of this algebra into the ring
of endomorphisms of the module in question. Because of this central rôle,
we call 3a = SYifL) the perturbation algebra. Given a specific transference
a

problem on (M ?± A, v) for modules over R with respect to the initiator t,
ß
or equivalently, given a splitting homotopy v. A -* A , we have the associated
representation p: AY—►
End(^4) given by d h->dA , 11-+x, and <j>>->v (z\-> z-1
for z £ Z, 1 £ R). The classic solution extends p to the power series discussed
above. Looking once more at the classic solution, <$>x= ^^^(-l)"(&)"<i>,
we
see that, formally, (p^ = (1 + (f>t)~xtf)or (1 + (fit)^^ = 4>. This last equation
can be interpreted via p as the equation (1 + vx)v = v for the new splitting
homotopy v .
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Proposition. Suppose

(M

a

?s A,v)
is SDR-data satisfying (l)-(3)
and
ß
(1 + vx)v' = v and vxv = v'xv . Then
(1) v' is a splitting homotopy with respect to Ç = (d + x).
(2) v satisfies the isomorphism condition in the statement of the Transference Problem.
Let it = ßa = 1-Dd(v) and identify M with im(n) via the splitting

homotopy v . Let ri = 1 - D((v'). Then
(3) we obtain new SDR-data ((71/, d)+±(A,£),v)
ß
d = dM + ßxa- ßCu'Ca,

where

a = a — v ça,

ß = ß- ßtv.
Proof. We have v = v - vtv = v - v tv so that vv = 0 and v'v = 0.
Furthermore, vv = (1 - v't)vv(l - tv') = 0. Another easy calculation gives
that v't\v = v' so that v is a splitting homotopy and ri is a projection. Now
note that ßv' = ßv(l - tv') = 0 and v'a = (1 - tv')va = 0. Thus, nv' =
aßv' = 0 and v'n = v'aß = 0. From this we have nrin = n( 1-c¡v'-v'c¡) = n ,
and similarly defining M' = im(7t') and maps a and /?' so that we have SDR-

data (M1 *± A, v), we have ß'v = 0, va = 0, riv = 0, vri = 0, and hence
ß'

rinri = ri.

Thus ñ = n\,>,,) ' and ft = s L,.,
are mutually
iim(7r
nm(n)
J inverse 7?-

module isomorphisms, M' = im(ri) =R im(n) = M. We may therefore define
d on M by d = n^ñ'. Thus, if we define à = ñ' and ß = nri, we have

dß = nÇn'nn = nc\ri = itrit, = ßt, and äd = rincón'= rinnt; = Çri = t\à.
It is easy to verify that ßa = 1 and aß = ri. It also follows easily that
à = n'a and ß = ßri and hence we obtain the expressions for à and ß in
the statement of the proposition. We also have d = ßäd = ßdä = ßn't\ria,
but another easy calculation shows that rit¡ri = <j?- C¡v'¿, and so the proof is
complete. D
Our point is that we do not need to know that the power series for the classic solution converges, but need only some of the formal algebraic properties it
satisfies in order to achieve a complete and satisfactory solution to the transference problem. If (1 + vx) or (1 + xv) is invertible in End(,4), then we obtain
a particular solution to the fixed point problem. These conditions which are
conceivably stronger than the hypotheses of the theorem are conceivably still
weaker than the convergence of the classic power series.

5. Uniqueness questions
In the following discussion, splittings of several kinds will be encountered
and it will be convenient to use matrix notation for various maps of the objects
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involved. We will often write

(fix

fi=

;
if

v"/nl

■■ fln\

•-. ;
••• Jnm
f 'I

for a map /: X —>Y where we are given direct sum decompositions X =
©/li Xj and ^ = ®",=\ Yj > witn inclusions and projections inc* and pro*
for X and similarly labelled inclusions and projections for Y, and we have
written

firs = prory/incf

.

Suppose that 4>:A —►
A is a splitting homotopy and £ is a new differential on
A . Let F(x) = x£,x , as before. If </>'is a fixed point of F and P: A —>^ is an
invertible c/za/n ma/? with respect to ¡A, then F(F_ </>'P)= P~ <f>
P£,P~ cß'P =
F- </>'Pso that the conjugate is another fixed point. If tp' satisfies the isomorphism condition, then so does P~ <f>
P. Thus for solutions to the transference
problem, the most we can hope for is uniqueness up to conjugacy. We shall
show that this in fact holds subject to some conditions on 7? and A . Our argument is a modification of the familiar proof that an acyclic free complex over
a PID has a contracting homotopy. We begin with the presumably well-known
Lemma 1. Suppose sx and s2 are contracting homotopies on K (Hn(K) = 0,
for all n > 0) and s¡ = 0. Then tp = sxd + ds2 is an invertible chain map with

inverse s2d + dsx and s2 = <p~sxy>.
The proof is immediate. We remark that no assumptions on the ground ring
or module structure are needed; the given contractions provide the necessary

splittings.
Lemma 2. Let K, K' be chain complexes of finite type and free over R with

Kn *ér K'n for all n > 0, where R is a PID. Suppose H(K) s H(K') and that
H0(K) is free. Then there exists a chain isomorphism fi: K —>K'.

Proof. Put K_x = H0(K) and K'_x = 77q(TO. We define fin: Kn -» K'n inductively, starting with any isomorphism

/_,: HQ(K) —►
H0(K').

Since dKn = Bn_x(K) is free, Kn S Zn(K) ® Bn_x(K). Choosing a complement to Zn(K) in Kn defines a homomorphism «: Bn_x(K) —►
Kn and we then
have Kn = Zn(K) © uBn_x(K).
have been constructed

We suppose that isomorphisms

for r < n with dfir = fr_xd

and fr(Br(K))

fi: Kr -* K'r
= Br(K').

Thus Bn_x(K) = Bn_x(K') with the restriction of fn_x providing an isomorphism. But uBn_x(K) s Bn_x(K) and uBn_x(K') s Bn_x(K').
Thus setting fnx = u findx for x e uBn_x(K) defines an isomorphism uBn_x(K) —»

u'Bn_x(K'), and dfnx = du fin__x
dx = fn_x dx .
We still have to define f on Zn(K), the only requirement being that it give
an isomorphism ZJK) -» Zn(K') with fn(BH(K)) = Bn(K'). We know that
Z (K) and Zn(K') are free of the same rank. We can choose a basis zx, ... , z
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cf Zn(K) such that exzx, ... , eszs generate Bn(K), where the ei e R and e¡
divides ei+x . The e¡ are determined up to multiplication by units. Similarly,
we can choose z'x, ... , z's. Since Hn(K) = Hn(K'), we have exz\, ... , esz's
generating Bn(K.'). We thus define fnzj = z\, completing the definition of fin
and satisfying all of the requirements.
D

Lemma 3. Suppose A is a free chain complex overthe PID R and that HQ(A) is
free. Suppose 4>xand 4>2are splitting homotopies on A with im(nx) =R im(?z2)
and of finite type. Then ker(nx) and ker(n2) are isomorphic chain complexes.
Proof. Put K = im(nx), L = ker(7t,), K1 = im(n2), and L' = ker(7r2). We
have A = K@L = K'®L'.
Since L is free and H(L) = 0, there exists a
contracting homotopy s: L —►
L, and we have Ln = BnL®s(Bn_xL). Similarly
L'n = BnL' ®s'(Bn_xL') for some contracting homotopy s' of L'. By Lemma
2, there exists a chain isomorphism /: K —►
K'. We shall construct inductively
7?-module

isomorphisms

gn: BnL -> BnL'

and

hn: s(Bn_xL)

such that, for Gn = gn® hn: Ln —>L'n, we have dGn = Gn_xd.

-* s'(Bn_xL')

We start the

induction by putting L_, = 0 = L'_x and g_x = h_x =0. Suppose gn_x and
hn_x have been constructed.
We put hn = s'gn_xd: s(Bn_xL) -> s'(Bn_xL').
Then hn , being the composite of three isomorphisms, is an isomorphism. Now

ZnA = ZnK © BnL = ZnK' © B„L'
is free and ZnK and ZnK' have the same finite rank. Hence BnL and
Bnl! have the same (possibly infinite) rank and there exists an isomorphism

8„: BHL ^ BmL'. □
Now we come to the main result of this section which says that a solution to
the Transference Problem is unique up to conjugacy by a chain isomorphism.
Theorem. Suppose A is a free chain complex over the PID R and that HQA is
free. Suppose 0, and 02 are splitting homotopies on A with im(nx) =R im(7t2)
and of finite type. Then <f>xand <p2are conjugate.
Proof. First note that if <t>:A —►
A is a splitting homotopy then ij>= <f>\
ker, ,
is a contracting homotopy which squares to zero. Also note that since <pn= 0
and ?T0 = 0, we have <p= (q¿) in the splitting A = im(7t) © ker(^). Now
we are given A - im(7T,) ©ker(^j)
'A2 im(7t2) © ker(7r2) = A with ker(7i;)
contractible. Thus H(im(nx)) = H(A) = H(im(n2)) and by Lemma 2, we have
a chain isomorphism Y. im(7r2) —►
im(7t,). Also, by Lemma 3, we have a chain
isomorphism p: ker(?z2) —>ker(7t,). Let 6 = (¿°) with respect to the given

splittings. We have

•1,^/0

0
1 0 p '(f>xp

and hence <^2 and p <¡>xpare two contracting homotopies which square to
zero on ker(?z2). By Lemma 1, tp = p~ 4>xpd + d</>2is a chain isomorphism.
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Thus

/0

0\

(1

\o 4>2)~\o

0\~x (0

tp)

0

Wl

0\

\o p-xïxp) [o tp)

~{l h )(Aop-x)^{l°)(¿ l)>
i-e., ^-(ài)-1

*,(„¿)-

n

We end this section with an example showing that some finiteness assumptions are necessary in the main theorem. Consider the two chain complexes
K and K' over Z where Kn = 0, K'n = 0 for n > A and K0 is free on
basis {a0, ax, ...}, Kx is free on basis {b0, bx, ...}, K2 is free on basis
{c0, cx, ...}, K} is free on basis {d0, dx, ...} , and similarly for K' where
the basis elements are denoted by the same letters with primes. Let the differential d on K be given by

db¡ = a¡,

0cf = O,

ddt = Ci,

and let the differential d' on K' be given by
d'b'2tt = a'n,

d'b'2n+x=0,

d C2n+\ = b2n+l »

d'c'2n = 0,
Ö dn = C2n'

Clearly, we have Z2(K) = 0, but Z2(K') j¿ 0 and so K is not chain isomorphic
to K1 ; although they both have homology 0 in each dimension and they are
isomorphic as Z-modules in each dimension.

6. Further

discussion and examples

We have placed considerable emphasis on splitting homotopies which satisfy
the isomorphism condition of the Transference Problem. Other sorts of transfer
v
are possible and do occur naturally. For example, given SDR-data (M ¿± A, <f>),
f
and a differential change d' = dM + s in M, the obvious transfer, £ = Vd'f
gives a differential in A for which we have SDR-data using the same maps. Most
significant from our current viewpoint is that the homotopy <fiis unchanged.
This is because /V = 1 . We may also consider more generally the case in
which we have two splitting homotopies <px, </>2:A —►
A with respect to a
differential £ on A , but for which we only have im(7r1) homotopy equivalent
to im(7T2) and not isomorphic as 7?-modules. In fact, this is precisely the
f
setting referred to in §1 where we alluded to data M ^± N in which / and
g
g are homotopy equivalences but the composites are not the identity in either
direction. To see this, we follow [HK] and use the mapping cylinder, noting
that background on the complexes and maps involved may be found in [HW,

p. 136ff]. Thus suppose (S, M í± N, e) is data such that gfi = 1 - D(e) and
g
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fig = 1 - D(S). Furthermore assume that M and TV are not isomorphic as
7?-modules. Consider the mapping cylinder TV, = M © sM © TV where sM
denotes suspension, i.e., sMi = Mi_x . The differential is given by

We have an inclusion j: N ^> Nf given by j = (o) . The cokernel of j is
_J

o

_

isomorphic to the mapping cone TV, = sM®N with differential d = ( ~f d ). As
we have already mentioned above, it is well known that when / is a homotopy
equivalence, TVAis contractible. Given the data above, an explicit contracting
homotopy may be constructed [HK]. Let z = (° °)(/¿ °) and h = (o -J • lx
is easy to see that z2 = 0 and D(h) = 1-z . But then D(z) = D( 1 - D(h)) = 0
and so D(h + hz) = 1. Thus h = h + hz is a contracting homotopy. We want
h to square to zero so replace h by h = hdh if necessary. Define chain maps

ÑfJNfhy
'-(?

ï)

-'-(!iï

and let <f>:TV,—►
Nf be given by (f>= ihp . Then we have that

D(<t>)
= iD(h)p = ip =
Thus if (71/ t± Nf, <f>)is defined by k = (1 <5 g) then, recalling that j =
(o), it is easy to see that ó is a splitting homotopy with jk = 1 - D(<f>).Now
o

we always have SDR-data (TV¿± Nf, 4>) given by

fc„ = (/

0 1),

and </>'
=

for the mapping cylinder and so we have two splitting homotopies

TV, ^-> TV,

both fixed points of F(x) = xdx for d = dN , but AÍ = im(re) and TV= im(^')
are not isomorphic as 7?-modules by hypothesis. Having made these remarks,
(h tí)'

we will simply consider the case of two splitting homotopies A -^-» A where
im(7t) is homotopy equivalent to im(7r') but not isomorphic to it as an 7?module ignoring differentials. Let TV = im(7z) and M = im(n').
Given a
differential change d' = dN+s in TV,we have already noted that the differential
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in A may be changed in a straightforward way to t\ = Vd'fi with the original
<j>a splitting homotopy with respect to £. We may therefore consider the
transference problem for </>':A —►
A with respect to £. Any solution </>"
gives rise to a new differential d^ on M for which we have a new homotopy
equivalence (71/, dx) = (TV, d!). In fact, we obtain a new splitting homotopy
(A,£)—>(A,Ç)
with im(n") = R im(7r') and by our previous results, 4>" is
unique up to conjugacy (subject to the conditions of the main theorem).
We now consider composite SDR-data. It was pointed out in [LS] that if

(1)

(2)

Í7|Z,/j

are SDR-data, then we may form a composition

(3)

(x&Z,

where V = V2Vj , fi = fixfi2,and <p= 4>z+ V2(pYfi2.
Now suppose we change the differential d
the classic solution
oo

to £, = d +1 as usual. We have

«=0

for the new splitting homotopy tp^ of (3). But we can also handle the problem
in stages, first getting the limit SDR-data for (2) and then, using the new differential dx on Y , constructing new SDR-data for (1). The composite limit
SDR-data solves the Transference Problem for (3). Explicitly, the new data for
(2) are given by
oo

n=0

dl = dr+fi2^2(-l)nt(^t)"v
n=0
,Y

We then use /

r v^oo

/

\\n

.i ±Z .,n

= fi2Y^=§(-l)nt(4>

t)nV2 as an initiator for (1). Denote the

Y

new splitting homotopy for Y by <f> .
We thus have two solutions <¿oo and ó'
to the Transference Problem:
"oo
<^oo= E(-1)'I(^)>'
n=0

é'
èY (fi)
^oo =óZ
^oo + (VA
v 2''oo^oo^-'i-'oo

.

By our main theorem, (subject to its finiteness hypothesis) we may immediately
conclude that these homotopies are conjugate.
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